THE CHRISTIAN HOLOCAUST
PERSECUSTION OF THE BRIDE

The purposes of this illustration is to show the partial solar eclipse that takes place on October 23, 2014. What is particular about this partial eclipse is that it occurs
over North America, primarily centered over the United States with a special emphasis on Phoenix, Arizona. From the reference point of Phoenix, Arizona, the partial
solar eclipse also has a conjunction with the planet Venus and amazingly at a 33 degree angle from the Ecliptic. Another unique characteristic about this eclipse is it
astronomical imagery. This imagery is that of the Islamic Star and Crescent symbology that the Moon produces as it partially blocks the Sun in direct alignment to
Venus from this reference point on Earth. This study suggests that particular partial eclipse has strong prophetic connotations for the Luciferian occult. The Star and
Crescent and the number 33 are highly venerated and used as ‘codes’ to advance and signal major developments in the Luciferian agenda to usher in their coming
AntiChrist and have one last persecution of ‘Virgo’, the Church of Jesus before she is raptured from the world.

THE WAR ON CHRISTMAS
It has been reported and confirmed that such Muslims
in Syria and Iraq have decapitated children, are raping
little girls and selling them on the town square as sex
slaves. The young men are being crucified publically
and systematically machine-gunned to death in mass
graves that they are forced to dig. It is not because
this Christian Holocaust is exactly going according to
the plan of the ‘War on Christmas’ that the Globalists
Luciferians have vowed to fight.
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Calligraphic representation of
the word Allah as a ‘Serpent’.
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THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST
What this partial eclipse could be prophetically signaling is 2-fold in its
significance. On one level it is signaling that the Church of Jesus, as a
‘Virgo’ has her lamp in hand and is shining bright. She is awakened to the
last hour of her persecution as she has lit the lamp given to her for the
‘midnight call’ as the trump of the Groom is about to sound. Secondly, the
imagery of the Star and Crescent omen could mean that for America, the
‘Virgin…the Muslim protocols of submit, pay tax or die will come in like
manner to the American Land as they have in the Middle East for centuries.
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The Black Flag Army of Mohamed is literally symbolized by the Serpent, i.e., Lucifer as their calligraphic name for
Allah renders a ‘Serpent’. Thus the partial eclipse is depicting Venus as Lucifer, the Serpent that is going up
against the Church and destroy her Man-child, her Witness in the USA perhaps as the eclipses occurs over the
core of the USA. As Venus is ‘birthed’ the day after the eclipse in Virgo, it could be a foreshadowing of how the
Bride of Christ will soon be whisked away and up into Heaven. Why? The Bride of Christ is what stands spiritually
in way of Obama and the Luciferians in achieving their goal of irradiating the Christian Witness in the Middle East
and America. It is needed to make way for their demonic spirits, Fallen Angels, false Prophet and AntiChrist to
come on the scene. Why such Christians stand in the way is because they are receptacle of the Restrainer that
impedes all-out Satanic evil upon the world.

From Oct 23, 2014 Star & Crescent partial eclipse to Mar 20, 2015 total solar eclipse of Spring Equinox
on Jewish Religious New Year = 21 weeks or
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8 years, 2 days Venus in Virgo cycle. Only in 2014 does an eclipse occur in decades and Venus is ‘birthed’ out of Virgo a day later.
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Since 1948 Venus conjunction with partial solar eclipse to produce Star & Crescent and Virgin with Lamb only happens in 2014, 2022 and 56 years later in 2070/7 = 8 cycles.
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THE SEAL OF MOHAMED
Variant of the Black Standard, it depicts Tahlila and an
impression of the Seal of Mohamed, combined to form
the Shahada.

The eclipse could very well be
an omen of an intensification of
the ongoing persecution by the
Muslims against the Church of
Jesus Christ in these Last Days
that has constituted a Christian
Holocaust and genocide, particularly
in the Middle East but that perhaps
such a persecution will be visited
now upon the Lands of the
modern-day Pharaoh and leader of
the USA. The eclipse could very well
be an omen of an intensification of
the ongoing persecution by the
Muslims against the Church of
Jesus Christ.
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A day later after the partial eclipse, Venus appears as if it
‘escapes’ and is birthed out of the ‘womb’ of Virgo. Perhaps
the duality also renders Venus as the type of the Church that
is undergoing severe persecution by the Armies of Mohamed but then is to be Raptured out from the clutches of
Allah’s Armies very soon. This is of course speculation
and based on Biblical typology. Another possible typology is
that of Virgo being the Betrothed, awakened... having the
eclipse as a bright torch representative of her faithful Witness
and endurance against the Armies of Hell as she has stood
watch to hear for the Groom’s Call. It would also then call for
the admonition of her Maidens who were the wise ones to
likewise wake up as it has come to the time of the
end of the Church Age when the ‘wise
Maidens’ need to turn up their lamps. It is
the last hour, the last year perhaps as many
signs point to 2015 as the converging of
many prophetic timelines.

Christians are ‘Marked’ now.
The letter “N” in Arabic has been
used by ISIS to mark the homes
of Nazarenes/Christians to be
targeted by the militants.

The partial eclipse occurs in
approximate ϕ phi ratio
proportion to the entire
Sign of Virgo
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Muslim mosque in Phoenix, Arizona. Sky at afternoon, 3:22pm
local time looking toward southwest. Perhaps such a persecution
will be visited now upon the Lands of the modern-day Pharaoh and
leader of the USA.

PARABLE OF THE 10 VIRGINS
The eclipse could very well be an omen of an intensification of
the ongoing persecution by the Muslims against the Church of
Jesus Christ in these Last Days that has constituted a Christian
Holocaust and genocide, particularly in the Middle East but that
perhaps such a persecution will be visited now upon the Lands
of the modern-day Pharaoh and leader of the USA. In these
Last Days the Muslim persecution has constituted a Christian
Holocaust and genocide, particularly in the Middle East.
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John 16:1-32
‘These things have I
spoken unto you, that
you should not lose faith. They shall put you
out of the meeting places; yes, the time is
coming that whosoever kills you
will think that he does GOD a service. And
these things will they do unto you,
because they have not known the
Father, nor Me.’

– Jesus Christ

